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Sumrmary 

This report describes the results of an investigation into the syn

thesis and properties of high temperature superconducting materials.
 

A chemical vapor deposition apparatus was designed and built which
 

is suitable for the preparation of multicomponent metal films.
 

This apparatus was used to prepare a series of high T A-15 structure
 
c
 

superconducting films in the binary system Nb-Ge. The effect on T
 c
 
of a vatiety of substrate materials was investigated. An extensive
 

series of ternary alloys were prepared with the approximate composi

tion Nb 3Ge lx"B"x where "B" = Sn, Ga, Si and As. The influence of
 

"B" on T , on the critical current density, J , and on the upper critic " C
 
cal field H was examined. No increase in Tc was observed but
 

modest increases in J and H were found for Ga, which, however,c cZ 
- have not exceeded the maximum values observed ini binary NbGe pre

pared by other techniques. 

Conditions allowing the brittle highTc (- 18"K ) A-15 structure 

superconductor Nb3 Al to be prepared in a low Tc but ductile form were 

found. Some of the ways that the ductile (bcc) form*can be cold worked or 

machined are described. Measurements of rate of transformation of 

cold worked bcc material to the high T A-15 structure with low temperac
 

ture annealing are given. Preliminary measurements indicate that this
 

material has attractive high field critical current densities. 



I. Introduction 

This research program was designed to investigate the conditions 

necessary for the preparation of superconducting materials with properties 

superior to.those known at present. Properties of interest to use are the super

conducting critical temperature (Tc), critical magnetic field strength (Hc ), and 

critical current density (Jc). We have focused our attention on the niobium based 

A-15 structure materials for this study. This class of materials exhibits the 

highest known transition temperature, T = 23 K, high critical magnetic fieldC 

strengths- HcZ = 400 kG and very high critical current densities, 

jc > 106 a/cmZ . With properties of this magnitude, it is clear that for 

many applications, a tradeoff of properties will be acceptable, for 

example, higher critical currents at the expense of lower critical tem

peratures. 

The sample preparation technique we have adopted is that of 

chemical vapor deposition, one which has been used widely in the semi

conductor industry and has even been used for the commercial produc

tion of practical superconducting materials. Among the advantages of 

the technique are high growth rates, - 1/3 ia/min in the present case, 

low turn around time 'for preparing new samples and the ability to syn

thesize material at low temperature, e.g., Tdeposition 10000C. 

Low temperature synthesis is essential for the preparation of several high 

T c materials which are unstable with respect to other, lower T , phases.c 

That these high T phases form at all is due to their having more favorablec 

growth kinetics at the (low) deposition temperatures. 

Interest in pseudobinary systems have grown out of our investigation 

into preparation of high Tc Nb 3 Ge, the material with the highest known T . 

The specimens prepared have been characterized through measurement of 

the overall composition of the deposited film by x-ray spectrographic analysis. 

X-ray diffraction was used to ascertain phase relations in the systems. Super

conducting properties were characterized by measurement of the transition tem

perature and in selected cases measurements were made of the critical magnetic 
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field and of the critical current density. . As Nb3 Ge has the highest 

known transition temperature, a large part of our investigation has been 

the replacement of part of the Ge in this material with other elements. 

We have investigated the following systems: Nb 3 (Ge l x B' x ) with "B" = Sn, 
Ga, As, Si, Sb, P, Au, Pt, Cu, Fe, 0. On the basis of the results 

obtained, we have concentrated on Sn, Ga, As, and Si. 

II. CVD Apparatus 

Good quality films of the high temperature superconductor Nb3Ge 

have been synthesized by the method of chemical vapor deposition (GVD). 

Ribbons of the high T c superconductor Nb 3 Sn are available commercially 

based on the CVD method developed by Hanak. Z The CVD method has the 
advantage of relatively high deposition rates (_ 1 h/min) and the capability 

of producing thick uniform films without elaborate apparatus. In order to 

study the effects of other elements on the superconductivity of Nb 3 Ge, an 

apparatus was needed in which it was simple to change elements and to 

transport simultaneously a number of different elements. In a typical 

CVD apparatus it is necessary to have a separate source, flowmeter and 

flow control for each element. With the apparatus described here, -these 

requirements are reduced and the, transport of rniulticomponent compounds 

is simplified. The films thus produced have uniform overall compositions 

in depth because of the inherent close control over the ratios of metal 

chloride densities in the transport stream as the film is deposited. Also 

the films have a very static composition gradient down the length of the 

deposition zone with a uniform composition across the zone. This was 

found to result from the highly turbulent flow pattern existing in the reduc

tion-deposition zone which encourages rapisd mixing of the chlorides with 

hydrogen. A number of mixing configurations were tried and the system 

described here was chosen because it satisfied two criteria for Nb-Ge 

films: (1) minimization of the rb 5 Ge 3 phase, (Z) well- resolved aI az. 
doublets for high angle lines f611 } in the x-ray diffraction patterns. 

tBased on a paper submitted to J. Appl. Phys. 
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The reaction zone of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Except 
for the ingot and substrates everything shown is fabricated of fused quartz. 

A quartz tube envelope (- 3 cm dia. ) passes through three tube furnaces of 
length 20 cm each. A precast ingot of uniform overall composition is situ

ated in the left-hand furnace at approximately 700'C. A gas stream of 

chlorine and He carrier a nozzle,passes through impinging upon and 

reacting with the ingot, producing a gaseous mixture of -chlorides of the 

metals in the ingot. It is found that the chlorine jet bores an even hole in 
the ingot and leaves very little condensed chlorides behind. Thus the 

gaseous metal chloride stream produced has a composition ratio of metals 

closely approximating that of the ingot, and is automatically quite constant 

at least to the extent of overall homogeneity of the ingot. 

The chlorides are then passed through a nozzle in the second fur-. 
nace inclined at - 450 to the axis of the quartz envelope. This-jet inter

sects with a high velocity jet of hydrogen parallel to and at the axis of the 

e'nvelope. These two quartz nozzles aligned precisely such that thewere 

two jets intersect exactly. This was accomplished by mounting the two 
tubes in an adjustable jig; passing water through both nozzles under pres

sure and positioning them for best interaction. The two tubes were then 

permanently fused together with quartz rods. 

The jets issuing from both nozzles were of such high velocity as 
to become immediately turbulent and thus the chlorides and hydrogen mixed 

very rapidly. The hydrogen nozzle was bent downward slightly to compen

sate for the deflection due to the chloride jet. The gases are then swept 
into the third (high temperature) furnace where reduction and deposition 

takes place. A number of substrates are distributed in this zone. A 

small flow of He was fed into each end of the quartz -envelope in order to 

isolate room temperature metallic end caps from the reactants. 

4
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Fig. 1. Reaction zone of the chemical vapor deposition apparatus. 



As an example of typical operating conditions, for the deposition 

of Nb 3Ge or Nb 3Sn operational parameters are as follows: 

Nozzle diameters 

Cl 2 0. 25 mm 

H 2 0. 25 mm 

Chloride 0.5 mm 

Flow rates 

Cl 2 17 ml/min 

He (with Cl ) 29 ml/min 

H 2 750 ml/min 

Ingot weight 1 gram 

For a typical run of 15 minutes, deposits were in the range of 5 to 

10 i thick. Thickness and composition were the most uniform in positions 

from about 9 to 16 cm into the 20 cm deposition furnace with the niobium 

content of the deposits gradually increasing downstream. Generally the 

niobium content was about I atomic percent greater at position 12. 5 cm 

than at position 10 cm. 

As expected, it is found that the composition of the deposits does 

not always equal that of the ingots. This deviation occurs in the reduction

'deposition part of the process. The reduction efficiency is dependent in 

part on the free energies of formation of the metal chlorides in relation to 

that of HCI and, in practice is often significantly less than 100%. Thus the 

deposit composition is a function of these free energies besides being 

dependent upon the ingot composition. However, the deposit composition 

does depend monotonically on the ingot composition. An example of the type 

of relationship found between ingot and deposit composition can be seen in 

Fig. 2 for the case ofNb-Sn and Nb-Ge transport. Deposit compositions 

were determined with an electron microprobe with an accuracy of +-1 atomic 

percent. The relative stability of the intermediate phases clearly influences 
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the deposit composition. In the lb-Sn case there is no indication of Nb 6 Sn 5 

in the deposits even when the ingot is quite Nb-poor. The inability of pro

ducing films of A-15 Nb-Sn with Nb less than 75 at. % by CVD has been 

reported before. 2 For the Nb-Ge case an ingot with Nb composition less 
than -75 at. % produces deposits containing Nb5 Ge33 

As an example of the degree ,of homogeneity of the deposits obtained 

by this method, the strong a ICL2 splitting of the A-15 (611 1 lines of 

Nb-Sn and Nb-Ge samples can be seen in Fig. 3. Both of these deposits 

were approximately 5 pim thick and were measured in a diffractometer 

while still on their alumina substrates. The Nb-Ge diffraction pattern

showed very strong A-15 lines and very weak Nb 5 Ge 3 lines and the Nb-Sn 

had only A- 15 lines. 

The superconducting transition temperatures as measured by 4

probe resistivity are, for the Nb-Sn and Nb-Ge samples in Fig. 3, 

respectively: *Onset temperature, 17. &and 21. 9 K, transition midpoint, 

1"7.6 and 20.7 'K, and transition widths (10 to 90%) 0. 1 and 0.8 'K. 

We have successfully deposited some binary and ternary alloys com

posed of members of the following series of elements: Nb, Ta, Ge, Sn, Ga, 

Si, As, P, Sb, Cu, and Fe. As examples of extremes in transportability; 

Nb, Ta, Ge and Sn transported easily whereas Ga and Si required large ex-" 

cesses in the ingots due to the high stability of their chlorides. Au on the 

other hand, would not transport with niobium in any significant quantity be

cause of the low relative stability of gold chloride. Additional elements that 

are likely to co-transport with the elements given above are: Co, Ni, Bi and 

possibly, Mn, Cu, Ag, B and In. 
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III. Measurement Details 

A. X-ray Chemical Analysis and Impurity Estimates 

To determine accurately the composition of thin films, the method 

of choice is the electron microprobe with the careful use of accurate cali

bration standards. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) available to 

us here has the necessary x-ray detector and electronics to serve as a 

microprobe'. We founnd that two modifications were necessary to achieve 

sufficient accuracy in the chemical analysis. One was to build a holder for 

the films and standards for reproducible positioning in the SEM. The other 

was to correct for the large fluctuations found in the SEM electron beam 

current used.for x-ray excitation. This was resolved by rotating a "chopper" 

made of titanium just over the sample in the electron beam. The essential 

purpose of this "chopper" is to interpose-in the electron beam a piece of Ti, 

thereby producing the Ti x-ray, for a reproducible fraction of the counting 

time. The Ti x-ray count integrated over the -counting period is then pro

portional to the integrated electron current and can be used to normalize the 

measurements. The electron beam potential employed was 17.5 kV. The 

area scanned was in the form of a square raster of dimensions 0. 5 mm X 

0. 5 mm. The accuracy of this system was then determined by measuring 

5 binary and ternary samples of known composition. The result was that 

the measured composition of the standards fell within ± 1% of the known which 

is cbnsidered to be sufficient accuracy for the purposes of this project at the 

present time. 

There has been discussion in the literature whether the high Tc A-15 

phase-in the Nb-Ge system at'the stoichiometric composition is impurity 

stabilized. 3 Several reports have stated that either air or oxygen alone had 
to be admitted into the system, e. g. co-evaporation systems or sputtering 

3,4
systems before high T c films could be prepared. [If actually true the role 

the impurity plays might be through the kinetics of growth rather than alter

ing thermodynamics in the system. ] It is not possible to detect oxygen in 
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small amounts with the analytical tools -available to us at the present time. 

However, we did find a rather satisfactory method. To do this, we 

deposited by CVD a "pure" 4i Nb film under conditions otherwise identical 

to those s uccessful-for growing high T Nb Ge films. It is known 5 thatc 3 
interstitial oxygen in the dilute limit contributes residual resistivity to Nb 

at the rate Ap/Ac 4.5 Xl0 -10cm per at. ppm 0. Almost identical' 

incremental resistivity values are quoted for C and N. The measured 

residual resistance ratio of our Nb film was R(300 I)/R(T ) = 10 which 
c 

yields a residual resistivity of 1. 5 i Qcm and an upper bound to the oxygen 

concentrition for example of 0. 35 at.% 0. (Note that Nb can dissolve more 

O than this. 6) This is in upper bound because it ignores other contributions 

to the residual resistivity due to grain boundaries, etc. Our starting mate

rial is electron beam melted, cold rolled, Nb sheet with a resistance ratio 
.7" 

of 24. Attributing all of the residual resistance of the starting material 

to 0 yields an oxygen content of 0. 15 at. % (1500 ppm) about @?factor of 

.two higher than typical analyses for material of this type. Thus it is felt 

that no more than 0. 2 at. % impurity total for 0, C, and N have been added 

in the CVD process. 

The phases present in the films and their lattice parameters were 

measured with the films on the substrates by x-ray diffraction using CuKa 

radiation and a graphite monochromator. Oriented growth was clearly 

evident in many of the films. The x-ray diffraction patterns of the films 

exhibited resolved doublets for the [611 lines except where noted. 

Superconducting transition temperatures were determined by 4-probe 

alternating current resistance measurement usually at 200 Hz. The 

samples, on their alumina substrates, were of a few millimeter dimensions. 

Electrical contact was made by ultrasonic soldering of platinum leads onto 

the films with indium solder. The characteristic superconducting transition 

temperature used was the midpoint of the resistive transition (Tm). A 

measure of the transition width was taken to be the difference in temperature 

between the 10 and 90% points of the resistive transition. The current density 

varied but was always in the low current density limit. 
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IV. Systems Investigated 

A major goal of this research program was to investigate the effect
 

of third element substitutions for Ge in Nb. 3Ge on the superconducting
 

properties, especially T and Hc2 
 Also of interest were the effect of
 
c C
 

such substitutions on metallurgical parameters such as stoichiometry
 

with respect to Nb content in the A-15 phase, lattice parameters and the 

precipitation of'additional phases. 

For chemical and metallurgical reasons, the elements chosen for alloy 

studies are neighbors of Ge in the periodic table as shown in Fig..4. As can be 

seen. Si and Sn are isovalent with-Ge while Ga-and As have valences differing by 

one from Ge. It is now well known 8 that A-15 phases exist over a range 

of compositions and that T c is highest, as in case of Nb 3 Ge,the when the 

composition is near stoichiometry (3: 1). Accordingly, special-emphasis 

was placed on maintaining stoichiometry with respect to Nb in the ternary 

alloys. Stoichiometry is schematically represented by the 75% line in Nb 

corner of the ternary diagram of Fig. 4. 

For the sake of 'comparison a complete set of binary Nb 3 Ge 

specimens of different composition were pr6pared by CVD. Then under 

identical conditions a series of ternary alloys were prepared of the form 

Nb-'3 3Ge 1-x "B" x where "B" = Ga, Sn, As, Si and the amount is generally 

less than 1. Only in the favorable case of Sn could the whole range 0 s x 1 

be covered.
 

A series of binary Nb-Ge alloys was first synthesized to serve as 

a basis for comparison with the ternaries. The effect of composition on the 

lattice parameter (a 0 ) and on the superconducting transition temperature (T) 

are shown. 'Here T represents the midpoint of the superconc 
-ducting transition as measured by 4-probe resistance. Errors are: -for the 

composition,. ±1 at. %, for a 0± 0. 001 A and the transition temperature 

widths were typically in the range 0.3 to 1. 5 *K. 
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Starting with the Nb-rich side the well-known decrease in lattice
 
parameter for A-I5 Nb-Ge 
is seen as stoichiometry is approached and less
 
Ge sites are occupied by the excess 
 Nb. The change in a O is due
 

to the substitution of Ge atoms of smaller radius 
(RB) on the "B" sites in
 
A-15 "A B" for the larger Nb atoms of radius RB 
 . As the measured3 
overall composition of the deposit approach 75 at. 

Nb 
% Nb from the Nb rich 

side, there is a gradual increase in the amount of Nb 5Ge " a" phase,
 
observed in the diffraction patterns of the films. 
 Then for overall Nb con
centrations less than 75 at. % the A-15 
 lattice parameter remains nearly
 
constant, 
 indicating a nearly constant composition in the A-15 phase. Coin
cident with this (nearly) unchanging A-15 lattice parameter is an observed 

increase in the amount of " At. 65"a phase. at. % Nb we find that the A-15 
phase is no longer present. This situation is quite similar to that of cross
ing and equilibrium phase boundary into a two phase region, although these 
materials are not in thermodynamic equilibrium. 

A. NbGeSn system 

Introduction 

The compound Nb 3 Sn has been the subject of considerable investiga
tion since its discovery in 1954 by Matthias, Geballe, Geller and 

Cbrenzwit.9 
For about 15 years after its discovery, it was the highest transi

tion temperature (Tc) superconductor known with T = 18 K. During this 
time the conditions necessary for the preparation of material in forms suit

able for practical application were under intensive study. These efforts 
were successful in developing Nb 3Sn as a technologically useful material. 

In 1956 Carpenter and Searcy discovered1 0 that the compound Nb 3 Ge 
had the A-15 structure also. Soon thereafter, Geller 11 pointed out that 

The section on NbGeSn system has been published in ". Less Common 
Metals 62, 89 (197-8). 
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given reasonable metallic radii the observed lattice parameter was too 

large, suggesting that the material was Nb rich with respect to stoichionietry. 

Later it was reported 
12 

that the equilibrium homogeneity range for the A-15 
phase did not include the stoichiometric composition, extending from about 

Nb 0.87Ge0.13 to only Nb0.82Ge0. 18 at 1600'C. The observed T s were 
reported in the range 5 K to 7 K for such material prepared by more or 

less equilibrium techniques. In 1965 Matthias et al. reported 13 that non
equilibrium "Nb 3 Ge" prepared by splat cooling showed the onset of a super

conducting transition at 17 K. The higher T onset they attributed to nonc 
equilibrium A-15 structure material closer to the stoichiometric composi

tion. 

There have been a number of investigations into pseudobinary alloys 

formed between Nb3Sn and off stoichiometric "Nb3Ge. " At the time these 

studies were carried out because of interest in the high T of Nb3Sn. Hagner 

and Saur 14 measuring sintered samples, found T to drop in the neighbor-
Chood of Nb Sn with the addition of Ge. Likewise with sintered samples, 

Galasso et al.1 5 found that T varied approximately linearly between Nb3Sn 
(17.8 K) and Nb 3Ge (6 K). Alekseevskii et al. 1 6 found, for levitation 

melted samples, that T followed a smooth curve, sloping downward atC 

18.1 Y at Nb 3Sn and leveling out to 7. 1 K at Nb 3 Ge. Otto found a slight 

maximum in T c near Nb 3Sn for arc-melted, annealed samples with the 

addition of Ge. They also found a linear change (Vegard's law) in the lattice 

parameter between Nb 3 Sn and "Nb1833Ge. 

More recently, Gavaler has shown that nonequilibrium Nb 3Ge 
can be sputtered onto heated substrates with T over 22 K. This result 

c 
clearly indicates the need ror a re-measurement of the Nb-Ge-Sn A-15 

system. 

Following Gavaler's discovery, it was shown I that high' T 

Nb 3 Ge could be made by the method of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 

via chlorides onto substrates in the same range of temperatures, 700 0 C 
to 950 'C employed in the sputtering investigation. The. CVD method 
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was originally applied by Hanak . to prepare Nb3Sn in the same tempera
ture range. As the conditions for deposition of both compounds are similar, 
this method was chosen for the ternary system and the results are reported 

here. 

Results 

A series of specimens were prepared in the Nb rich corner of the
 
ternary system. A variety of substrates were employed. These included'
 
alumina, sapphire, Nb, Mo, beryllia,. copper and lithium niobate, Alumina 
proved to be a very good thermal expansion match for samples near the
 
composition Nb 3Ge 
and to put Nb 3 Sn alloys under slight tension when cooled. 

Under the'present experimental conditions we observed no evidence. 
thatA-15 structure alloys could be prepared with less than the stoichiome
tric amount of Nb. On the INTbGe side of the ternary system it foundwas 

that as the measured Nb 
content went from the NO rich to the Nb deficient
 
side of stoichiometry there was 
a gradual increase in the amount of Mb5 Ge 3 
co-deposited with the A-15 phase. For NbSn alloys, even with gas composi
tions rich in Sn, the most Sn rich deposits were found to be single phase 
A-15 structure having a measured composition of Nb 3Sn. This behavior in 
the NbSn system has been noted earlier by Hanak. 

Figure 6 shows some data taken from pseudobinary alloys with 
approximately fixed Nb content of 76 at. %. It was necessary to include data 
from samples with a measured Nb content in the band 76 at. % +0.9 In

-0.8 * part a) of the figure the T c midpoint is plotted versus composition expressed 
as the ratio of Sn to Ge+ Sn. The broad minimum in T midpoint is easily

c 
seen. 

In part b') of Fig. 6 we have plotted resistance ratio, r=R(300 K)/ 
R(T c), versus composition. Extrapolating the data to 0 K so as to obtain 
R(300 K)/R(0 K) gives a negligible (< 6%) change in the qualitative features 
of the data. The chief such feature of these data is a broad minimum of r 
similar to that in T 

c 1 
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Fig. 6. 	 Superconducting transition temperature (Tc), resistance 
ratio (r) and lattice parameter (a.) variation with frac
tion (x) of Sn across the Nt-Ge-Sn system. The transition 
widths on the Tc points represent temperatures of 10 and 
90% of the transitions. 
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In part c) of Fig. 6 we have plotted the measured mean A-15 lattice 

parameters of the deposits on alumina substrates. Comparison with deposits 

on very thin (5Ia)Nb substrates suggests that the lattice parameter is negligibly 

affected by differential thermal contraction for NbGe binary samples and 

that for NbSn binary alloys the lattice parameter is about 0. 003 A smaller 

because of stress. The diffraction patterns from which the lattice parame

ters were calculated contained second phase lines, only for Ge rich composi

tions. These additional lines were of very weak intensity. For the binary 

end points the high angle A-15 diffraction lines displayed very well split 

a 1 M2 doublets. Toward the middle of the system, however, there was a 

clear broadening of the high angle lines. Figure 7 is a tracing of representa

tive x-ray patterns showing these effects for the. (611 3 lines. 

Figure 8 shows lattice parameter and T midpoint results near -the c 
NbGe edge of the ternary diagram. It is evident that proceeding upward 

along constant Nb lines there is an (expected) increase in the A-15 lattice 

parameter as Sn replaces Ge. Coincident with. Sn replacement of Ge there' 

is a decrease in T. , similar to that showfl in Fig. 6 for 76 at. % Nb. 

Discussion 

There are two qualitative features of the data which can be discussed. 

The first is the depression of T c over the entire range of pseudobinary com

positions in Fig. 6 and~the accompanying minimum in resistance ratio. 

The second is the presence of the x-ray line broadening for compositions 

near x- 0.5 as shown in Fig. 7 

Nb base high T A-15 structure compounds display a maximum of Tc c 

at or near stoichiometry with T having a strong dependence on composition, 
c 

being depressed with an average slope of -1 to -2. 5 K/at. % when there is 

excess Nb.8 (For the case of Nb3+X Al the Tc has-been reported 1 9 to have 

a broad maximum near stoichiometry. ) When there is excess Nb present, 

it is accompanied by a changing unit cell size allowing the interpretation that 

the excess goes on the "B" sites of the unit cell. In this interpretation the 

excess Nb can be regarded as impurity or source of chemical disorder on the 
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B site. The effect of the resultant disorder is qualitatively similar to the 
effect of site exchange disorder introduced by irradiation with high energy 

neutrons for example. Disorder from a variety of sources has been 

shown to depress T c and to simultaneously depress the resistance ratio of20
 
high T A-15 structure materials.
c 

If our chemical analysis results in Fig. 6 were in error in such a 

way that the compositions near x- 0. 5 contained more than 76 at. o Nb 

'then this would explain the minimum in T and r. However, we have seenc
 
no indication of such a systematic error in 
 the analysis. Another possi

bility would be that a Nb deficient second phase was co-deposited with the 

A-15 phase causing it to deviate strongly from 76 at. % Nb, but the diffrac
tion analysis does not support such a possibility. The A-15 lattice parameter' 

data of Fig. 6 c) give no suggestion of strong systematic shifts in the Nb con

centration. The most straightforward explanation for these data is that T 
c 

and C' are depressed by the disorder introduced by having both Ge and Sn on
 

the B sites. In this interpretation the effect of disorder present in mixed B
 

atom systems is qualitatively the same as the disorder introduced by Nb 

deviations from stoichiometry. It is clear that other effects (valence, etc. 

in mixed B atom systems could wash out a T minimum but in this system
c 

the effect of disorder would appear to dominate. 

That the diffraction lines show broadening for ternary compositions
 
near x- 0. 5 
 suggests that there could be additional complexities present in 

this system due in part to the nonequilibrium nature of the samples. Even 

A-15 structure pseudobinary systems prepared under conditions nearer to 

equilibrium show surprising features. Of possible relevance is the fact 

that a number of them exhibit miscibility gaps. 2 1 ,22 For example, Roeschel
 
21
 

and Raub find a deep minimum in Tc in the V 3 Si-V 3 Ga systems which
 

would be even deeper but for the development of a miscibility gap with two 

A-15 structures in the middle of the system. To decide if the line broaden

ing is due to similar features in the present nonequilibrium system requires 

further, more microscopic measurements. 
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B. NbGeGa System 

In order to incorporate even small amounts of Ga into the deposits
 

it was necessary to add large amounts of Ga to the 
starting ingot, typical
 

ingot compositions being in the vicinity of Nb3 GeGa 2 
 . This observation is
 

in. agreement with earlier CVD s'tudies on binary NbGa alloys by Vieland
23
 
and Wicklund. These authors suggest that Ga is present in the gas phase as 
a subchloride which deposits by disproportionation to metal and higher metal 
chlorides. [Preliminary results indicate that reducing the deposition tem

perature to as low as 700°C enhances Ga deposition as expected for such a 

reaction. ] 

Figure 9 shows A-15 lattice parameter and T data from ternary
c 

samples containing small amounts of Ga deposited at 900 0 C using oiir 

standard flow rates. It can be seen that the addition of Ga to Nb-Ge alters 

T c and a very little for a wide-range of Nb/Ge ratios. At constant Nb 

content the effect of substituting Ga for Ge is a very slight increase in a 
o 

and a very slight decrease in T . There are no strong changes in the phasec
 
composition (due to the addition of Ga), 
 over the NtbGe binary films as ob

served in the x-ray diffraction -patterns of the films on their aluminia sub

strates. In general the Ga substitutions do not appear to alter strongly the 
relative amounts of A-15 and 'I" phases. Although T c is not much affected 

by Ga substitutions in dilute amounts there are indications that it provides 

modest increases in' j and H they wereof the NbGe film as prepared-here. 

C. NbGeSi System 

Similar to Ga the Si deposition efficiency was low. Consequently large 
relative amounts of Si were added to the ingot. Typical ingot compositions 

were in the range Nb3GeSi0.'7' Figure 10 shows A-15 lattice parameter and 
T results. These films were prepared at 900°C using the standard flows. 

The substitution of Si for Ge results in a depression of T and, for small 
amounts of Si, a slight decrease in A-15 lattice parameter. At the same 
time, however, extra phases appeared in the diffraction patterns from below 
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the level of detectability without Si to tens of percent with the addition of 
even small amounts of Si even with Nb contents greater than 75 at. %. Also 
the diffraction lines of the A-15 phases became quite broad washing out
 

the a I doublet separation.
 

D. NbGeAs System
The effect on the-A-15 lattice parameter and T at different meas

ured deposit compositions is shown in Fig. 
C 

11 . The As was added to the 
starting ingots, in small amounts, for example, Nb 3 GeAs0. 05 " These
 
films were deposited at 900'C using the standard flows. 
 It is found that
 
replacing small amounts 
of Ge by As increases the A-15 lattice parameter 
slightly and lowers T c . In general the x-ray diffraction patterns show 
broadening of the A-15 diffraction lines, without, however, a strong devel
opment of "all phase. Since the metallic radius of As is slightly smaller 
than Ge it is expected that the A-15 lattice parameter would decrease with 
As substitutions. This is not observed. The most probable explanation is 
that the addition of As causes the A-15 phase to become more Nb rich by
 
precipitating' Nb deficient phases which 
are below the level of detectability 
by x-ray diffraction. There was not time to investigate this point in greater 

detail. 

E. Summary of Ternary Results
 
Itis interesting to compare the effect of-Sn, Ga, 
 Si and As substi

tutions, at fixed Nb concentrations, on the A-15 lattice parameter and T 
Figure 12 shows such data at the concentration of 76 at. % Nb. At this 
Nb concentration the specimens appear nearly single phase for small 
amounts of substitution. Clearly all these substitutions decrease T c 
although in the case of Ga the rate is slight. The effect of alloy additions on 
a is of both signs as expected for their metallic radii,o except in the case 

of As as discussed above. 

On the basis of these data, we see no evidence of enhanced T in 
c

Nb 3Ge through alloying these elements for Ge. 
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F. Miscellaneous Other Systums
 

During the course of this work 
we found that specimens of Nb 3 Al 

_could be quenched from high temperatures, retaining the ductile bcc struc

ture. Crystals of material in werethis structure found to be ductile 

enough to be rolled to one tenth their original thickness. Later short low 

temperature anneals quickly converted this material to the high T (-" 18 K) 
brittle A-15 structure. Details of this work were 2 4 published last year and 

are included here as Appendix A. 

Some additional investigation was carried out on this material into 

the kinetics of transformation from the bcc to A-15 structure and into the 

mechanical properties of the bcc phase. It was found that it could be 

machined by ordinary techniques used for molybdenum. Some-details of 

this work have been published25 and are included here as Appendix B. 

During the course of this grant we succeeded in growing some single 

crystals of Nb3 Sn of unusual perfection. The synthesis technique was that 

of closed tube vapor transport with iodine as the transporting agent. These 
crystals had resistance ratio from room temperature to T of 18. Extrapo-

C 
lating to 0 Y suggested a resistance ratio of 50. In any case the material 

was pure enough to allow observation 2 6 of DHVA oscillations in magnetic 
fields above Hc2 in the range, 20 to 40 T, by colleagues at the high field at the' 

-University of Amsterdam. Details of these experiments were published and 
are included here as Appendix C. The experimental results allow important 

conclusions to be drawn on the. shape of the Fermi surface in Nb3Sn and 

thus provide a bench mark for comparison with theory. Some more experi

mental details and comparison with theory on Nb.Sn has been published2 7 

and are included here as Appendix D. 
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V. Effect of Substrate Materials and Annealing on CVD Films 

A. Substrate 

To determine the effect of substrate material on the superconduct
ing properties several types of substrates were loaded into the reactor 
for simultaneous deposition of binary Nb 3 Ge. The substrates were accu
rately placed along -side each other at two positions in the reactor. The 
substrates were alumina, sapphire with the C axis in the plane of the sub
strate, sapphire with the "R " cut having the C axis about 57 0 from the 
substrate, Nb foil of 5 pi thickness, Mo of 25 p thickness and LiNbO 

The deposition was 3carried out with standard flows and a deposition tem
perature of 850'C. 

The T data obtained from these deposits are 

In order to interpret these T data 

c 
shown in Figs. 13 

and 14. There is a total spread in T in both cases of order I.1 with the 
deposit on Mo'having the lowest value. 

c 
c 

it -is useful-to compare them with measurements of the thermal expansion 
of the different substrate materials. Clearly the proper comparison would 
be betwein differential thermal contraction between sample and substrate 
over the range from-the deposition temperatu-re, 85000 in this case, and 
T c . However, thermal expansion data are not always known in this detail. 
Accordingly we have taken from the literature2 8 the average thermal expan
sion over the range from room temperature to 9000 C unless otherwise 
noted. These data are shown in the table. Entries 1 to 5 are for the sub
strate materials found in Figs. 1 3 and 1-4 . It is clear that Mo is a poor 
thermal expansion match for Nb 3 Ge, putting the superconductor in under 
tension upon cooling, which corresponds well with.the largest depressions 
of T being observed for Mo. The other materials, 1 to 5, have expansionc 
coefficients much closer to that of Nb Ge (it should be kept in mind that 
there is considerable scatter in the literature thermal expansion data). 

In other experiments, deposits were prepared on BeO fused quartz 
and graphite fibers. In these experiments, control deposits were simul
taneously prepared on alumina substrates placed along side. As expected 
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Table 

Average
 
Thermal Expansion 

Material Coefficient (10-6) 

1) 	 Nb3Ge 7-7

2) 	 Alumina 8. Z 
(polycrystalline) 

3) 	 Sapphire 7.8 I C 
8.6 II C 
8.0= 

4) 	 Nb 7.8 

Mo .6.5 

6) BeO 8.5 

7) 	 Graphite 1.8 
("a" axis, IIto fiber axis) 
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from its favorable thermal expansion coefficients noi depression of
 

T was observed on BeO (in fact a T 
c c-
onset a few tenths of a degree higher 

than the control was observed although the T midpoints were equal). The
C 

deposits on quartz and graphite fibers did not prove to be satisfactory. On 

quartz a large degree of crazing of the deposit and upper layer of substrate 

was observed. Deposits on the graphite fibers were found, to be periodi

cally broken along their lengths. The fibers, furnishedb- NASA, were of 

diameter 7 [p with the a axis near the filament direction. The deposit 

thickness was in the range 5-20 p. The low thermal expansion along the 

fiber was evidently ernugh to open up -. 10 p cracks in the deposit. Conse

- quently, graphite fibers as a substrate material was not pursued further. 

In order to investigate the effects of-annealing on the deposited mate

rial some long term annealing studies were performed. For this study 

deposits on alumina, 850 0 C deposition temperature, and free standing de

posits, 900 C deposition temperature, which had flaked free from LiNbO 3
 

substrates were used. They were wrapped-in Nb foil and placed in 
care

fully outgassed quartz tubing with 150 torr of argon. The annealing was
 

carried at 725 0 for 3 months. The effect of the annealing on the transition
 

curves can be seen in Fig. 15. The changes in the transitions are slight
 

but T seems to be depressed in both cases. No sign of contamination of
c
 

the deposits or of the foil was found. Annealing material at higher tem

peratures for times of order hours gave greater depressions of T , in
 
30 C
agreement with the literature, and as expected from the metastable nature
 

of the high T , "stoichiometric" material.
 
c 
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V. Critical Fields and Current Densities 

Critical Currents in ,b3Ge Based Pseudobinaries
+
 

°* 
Samuel A. Alterovitz",++ John A. Woollam* John J. zigelhardt- lna George W. '.ebb 

ABSTRCT1 
We have prepared tbbe,!,b3 Ge,.,Ga, and 

Nb,Ge,.,Sn. on heated alumina substrates using 
CVD. Fildresistive transitions were up to 21K 
and transition widths were as low as 0.3K. 
Critical currents were measured to 22 Tesla 
at temperatures from 4.21. to 19K. Effective 
upper critical fields 3:,were measured oy 
extrapolating J,vs B data. lrelaminary data 
show that for small Ga additions,i0 ooincreased 
above the value at x=O. Flux pinning forces 
vs reduced field b=A/4, do not obey scaling 
laws,which we explain a* being due to inhomo-
geneous material having a distribution of To 

and B,,values. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

amonL, the most promi--n: niLh critical 


current superconductors for hiLh field app-

lications are the A-15 structure materials, 
Critical currents J in tnese materials, and 
especiallyl-'in fib Ge and Lroidn, have been 
previously stuaied in high magnetic fields B. 
Two flux pinning mechanisms have aeen found. 
In CVD grown Nb3ue, with hiun critical 
currents the main pinninu ,echanism is 0C 

t- 
phase precipitates. In sputtered l1bGe, 
Nb2Sn, and in cleanl CVD UoCaGe.most pinning 
is at grain boundaries, however, the exact 
functional forms of the pinnn. force vs B 

data for these two mechanisms in (non-epit-
axially groun) Nbte have not been determined 
due to a lack o scaling of flux pinning 
forces. This lack of scaling has been post
ulated to ae due to sample anhomoeneity.' 
Very recently homoheneous epitaxial CVD 
grown 1b3Ge has been shown to obey the scal
ing law form proposed by Kramer 5 

In addition to thh interest in binary com-

pounds such as fbocn and onGe,pseudobinaries 
such as NbGe,_, Sn, are excected to hav 
promisingly high values of J, and B,. It has 
been shown experimentally," that small add
itions of a third element to' a binary n-15 
compound (usually r;nsn), can increase the 
effective upper critical field and the high 
field critical current. Tnis trend is expect
ed to reverse as the amount of thira element 
added to the binary increases or becomes don-
inant. In the prebent paper we report on a 
study of critical currents in hih :o.usndtic 

fields, and critical fields and temperatures.
 
as a function of composition.
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II. PSRIh.iJTJi 1THODS 
All samples were prepared by CVD on al

umina substrates at 900 C,as described in de
tail elsewnerd' Thicknesses used for cale
ulations were averages from measurements at
 
five sample positaons,using SEh,and ranged
 
from 3 to 10 t between samples. Chemical an
alysis using an electron microprobe determin
ed composition to within one percent. Aid
resistive point superconducting transition
 
temperatures Te were determined at UGSD and
 
at I1A.TA and agree with each other to within
 
better than O.iK. Critical currents were
 
defined by a OOV/criterion,unless noise 

levels forced us to use 5 00V/,. in all meas
urenents samples were immersed either in 
liquid hydrogen or helium,anc. the temperature 
was cnanged by pumping. E:xternal fields were 
supplied by either a 14Tesla superconducting
 
solenoid or by 18.5Tesla or 22.5Tesla Bitter
 
Hagnets. The film plane was always perpen
dicular to the field direction. Resistive 
transitions were measured by cnanging the 
temperature and usinL a sampling current of 
1 mA or less. 

III. ESnULTs 

Critical cur-ent densities Je were meas
ured in twelve samples: Three in the 
lbGe,.aa series and nine in zhe Nb.Ge.3m 
series.
 

" T 
, * 

joa " 
•ai7a 4a .u 

aa,6,d 
* 

Rfl 

o 

CUT\. 
,

AfmW 

10 . 9 1202'a2 

Fig.l.Critical current density J, vs 
external magnetic field B, for several 
pseudobinaries at 4.2k and 14.3K. 

For all, J was measured at 4.2h, out only 
six were measured in liquid h~drogen. 

for Jc vs S are snown4epresentative results 
in Fi.i for two temperatures: 4.2K and 

*Published in IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, MAC 15, 512 (1979). 
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14.5K. mt 4.2K, the external field was not

high enough to completely quench 	supercon
ductivity in some cases. Tne-efore a simple

extrapolatton'I 'o I=0 was mase, where I. NGe.XMX, M-GaorGS 
 a Sn 
IS the experimental critical current. The 
 A 0 Nb<76 at

critical field thus obtained is called the A 0 Nb=76atS
 
effective upper critical field Bt,.,and is the 
 A0 Nb>16at$%
 
highest field where currents oelow tne crit-. M-Ga
 
ical current can be carried. 'typical extra
polations of I""vs B are snown in Eib.2.Data EFFECTIVE
UPPER.24 	 /.2/ 
are shown for two temperature Croups:4.a1,and CRICAL
 
in the liquid hydroen range. . very import- CRITCAL
 

rapn is tne shape of he FL 
ant feature in this 	

-.
 

IV"vs B plots. For a clean and homobeneous c2
sample Nb.,,Sn.tr(with residual resistivity T
 
of 8,a.) Itvs B is a straiuht line. For r 0
 
other samples the plots have positive curv- C
 
ature for temperatures in the liquid hydro- 16' 16
 
gen range, and negative curvatures at 4.2K. W A-Sn
 
.The presence of curvature as an important
 
source of error in estimating B,. 	 12 I I I 

X,PERCENT
 
Fig.3.3ffec ive upper c-tical field Bla and

effective crltical tejuerature T, vs tnird 
NIOSIUM PS element concentration c in Lb3 Ge,, 4 i, forERMANIUWTINUDOSINARES 

all samples.

SAMPLE T. SAMPLE T -

* ?tamlav 4.2 0 IfSt 2 14.3 
V I 76GeaaGao 42 V MaL6K8a20I I43
 
A4 7Gea7 Sim 018 42 " 6Ge6G5 20'Sa01S
M I&3 o w7SGea4iSneLI k2 0 %7Snos 155 

40 

VSelected results for B.in the liquid hydro
gen temperature range are sho;,n in Table i,

0CURF . together with midresiscive point measurements
 
t. 	 of Do..
 
'AZ20\ 


\ 
\ 
\ 

-Tik 

Upper Critical Fields at Temperatures T2:M.3K 

10 \ 	 Sample TK B*.,T BEL8P 
Nbo.s8Geo.22 14.5 11.4 13.7


16.6 6.95 8.8
 
0 4 a 12 16 N 	 18.6 3.53 4.4MAGIC FlEW.R.T 	 Nb0 7500Q 2 2 Sn 018 14 .3 7.8 9.0 

Fig.2. xtrapolations of I where I, is the 15.8 4.5 5.65critical current, vs. the external magnetic Nb Sn 15.5 4.0 4.1
 
field. The value of B at I=0 is the 0.75 0.25 16.9 1.5? 1.59
 
effective upper critical fxela8:.
 

Data shown in Table I demonstrate 	that the
 
clean and homogeneous Eb3Sn sample has
 - has a very narrow transition
 

For positive curvatures,long extrapola- width. The other sanples have very widetions can yield Btvalues too low,and neg- transitions. Values of B.,were obtained by'a
etive curvatures can -,ive calues too hiah. least squares fit of the four highest field
Since J. was measured at 4.2K to 22.5Tesla experimental points to a I' vs B plot. B in only three samples, and most of tae other depends on tne nunoer of points in the fits,
measurements were made to only la.5'esla, 
 ane thus introduces uncertainties 	in B,,

derived flvalues could be in error by one and thus in b.
 
to two Tesla. iuure 5 shows BI as a function The B., values of Table I were used to

of third element concentrationlin Nb3 Ge. study scaling of critical currents for temp-

There is no simple correlation between the eratures above 14.3K. The pinning force
 
Nb concentration (which varies in the range density F was calculated using
 
74-78 atomic percent) and B*... The dashed
 =
portion of the Bgcurve near a pure IlbSn O" 	 (1)
composition was drown usin values in tno Scaling laws for critical currents are
 
literature' for B* for materials dith sim- obeyed if "",

ilar compositions. Also in iia.5,T vs comp
osition is plotted,where T, is the critical p ' (T)] (6) (2)

temperatueas defined by the zero resistance
 
point using a hich sensitivity voltmeter. where c and n are constants, b=B/Bc.and f(b)
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is a function inde,)endent of temperature.
 
Usually f(b) Is normalized to 4 r'axir,um 

value of 1. If P,is denoted as the naxinum 
value of the pinning force density at any 
temperature T, then 


Ct ()*1.6 
• 

P/,9(4) 

Thus scaling is obeyed if P/iMAtvs b 

plots for several teLiperatures are coinci-
dent. In dia.4 three graphs for b,,Ge, ,2 

M0.T7 Geo. 22  

T K82(
3 	 , 
B2 


o0 	 18.6 3.53 
016.6 6.93A 14.3 1.4 

to 
L. 

o .4
 

. "the 


0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 

REDUCED FIELD, b 

Eig.4.iormalized pinninIforce 1/1MA VS. 
reduced field b=3/hc% for sb,.Ge0 ,. for


14.31'.
T above 	 8 

clearly show the absence of scaling. A lack 
of 	scaling is unusuAlV, " and possible
 
origins are exnlained in Refs. 15 and 10. 

In 	the present case -.e believe the origin

lies in the uncert-inty in 3*,values, as 

determined from I ' vs B plots. This 
influences tests for scalin, tarough

determinations of b. Derailed discussions
 
of these effects will be presented elsewhere. 


i. DIoCUSsI&E 
Prelimindry results show that siall add-

itions (of the order of one per cent) of Ga 

added to i;bGe, can increase the effective 

upper critical field. Tnis can be explaineo.

assuming the dirty lizit(<<j.) approximation 
where Dv Ts ,wnereyis the resistivity. For 
example oy oduinG one percent Ga to L1bve,

V. did not cnenge, while ? increasea fro 

35^- to 50a- . Therefore dis expected 

to 	rise, altnou,h -y, a snaller f.ctor tnin 

the incre. se in P becaase V decreases with 
disorder.", By increasinru the amount of tne 

third element (Sn in our case) ootal ann T. 

are depressed because of disorder, thus 

reversing the tranc uand lowering B, 
quantitative st,y of Tas a function of the 

third element will be puolisned elsewhere .
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reiF.,.:ormai-'zed pinning Torce vs
 
rer.or.LdlIzed field B=3/h -where BiBz .P,*


for four saple.s a&ove 14.5k. 

OG1XGUSIuN 
From reliminary studies we find that
 
small 	 mwy enhance
additions of Ga to 'b 

effective upper c_.tical field. is
 

believe that in most (or all) of our samDles
 
pinning is at -rain bounacriesthus yielaing

relatively low values of the critical current 
density. n optimization of J, c n likely be 
achieved Dy incrcasing pinning via.r phase

precipitates, or Dy deereasin u:rain size, in
 
pseudobinsraes containing smail amounts of Ga,
 
ocaling over a laritea rcnhe of b was
 
restored, by circumventing problems in
 
experimentally determinin. At3, 
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VII. Conclusions and Recommendations 

An unexpected result was the large effect played by "B" site dis

order as, for example, in the Nb0. 7 6 (0elxSnx)0" 4 set of data whefe a 

minimum in T c is observed. The other ternary alloy systems did not allow 

as extensive substitutions for Ge as in the Sn, however, in each case there 

appears to be a T c depression except for the case of Ga. For Ga there 

does appear to be a modest increase in J afld I-I when dilute aiounts of 

Ga are substituted for Ge. These increases, however, do not exceed values 

for binary, specimens -of NbGe prepared by other techniques. Furthermore, 

the introduction of large amounts of Ga into the CVD process also introduces 

additional complexities of control having to do with the chemistry of the Ga 

chlorides. For these reasons, the evidence at this time does not favor the use 

of Ga substitutions to enhance the superconducting properties of Nb 3 Ge pre -

pared by chemical vapor deposition. It does look attractive to study such Ga 

- additions (and others) in Nb 3 Ge prepared by'sputtering or physical yapor 

deposition. 

The technique of retaining by quenching Nb in the ductile (low Tc) 

bcc structure which can be cold wofked and then transformed into the high 

T ( 18 K) brittle A-15 structure appears attractive.c It has been used to
 

prepare rather complex machined parts with high T . The possibility of
 
c 

making some high T devices such as'SQUIDs seem evident. The morec
 
important question of whether or not it 
 can be prepared in quantities large 

enough for large scale applications in the form of wire or tape remains to 

be answered. Preliminary measurements of the high field current densi

ties of the material are large enough to warrant further investigation into 

the factors ultimately limiting the size of specimens which can be prepared 

in this way. Also worthy of further study is the relationship processing 

parameters, the grain size of the superconducting material and its critical 

current density. 
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APPENDIX A
 

Cold working Nb3AI in the bcc structure and thenconverting to the A-15 structurea) ORIGINAL PAGE IScOF POOR QUALI-tr,-

G. W. Webb 

Institutefor Pureand Applied Physical Sciences, University of Califorma,San Diego, La Jolla,
 
California92093
 
(Received 27 December 1977, accepted for publication 23 March 1978) 

It is possible to quench gram quantities of stotchiometric NbAI in the ductile body-centered cubic
 
structure which can be cold worked Later annealing converts this material to the brittle superconducting
 
A-15 structure.
 

PREcEInG PAGE BL..ANK-I T FILWEiD 
PACS numbers: 74.70.Ps, 74.70 Lp, 81 30.Hd, 81.40.Ef 

Superconducting A-15'structure compounds with high in the 10' 0C/sec range, while the radiative cooling 
transition temperatures are brittle. Their brittleness method gives an observed cooling rate of about 102 0C/ 
has slowed but not prevented their development into sec. Subsequent annealing is carried,out by wrapping 
technological materials. In fact, V3Ga and Nb 3Sn the samples in Nb foil and sealing in quartz tubes under 
wires and tapes are now available in a variety of 150 Torr of argon; this stage of annealing is'terminated 
shapes aid configurations. Nevertheless, there would by simply removing the tube from the furnace. 
be interest in a ductile high-T superconducting mate- The samples used in this investigation are charac
rial. Here we report our initial results on quenching terized by x-ray diffractin, optical metallography on 
Nb 3A1 from high temperatures in the ductile bce struc- etched or anodized specimens, nicrohardness, and 

The quenched aid transition temperaturcmeasurement. Aodzation is 
ture which can be cold worked. 

cnerate d Hu enf o inatiaboustr i tin
cold-worked-bce material has a low T.; it is, however, 
readlytothestochioetrconvrte hgh-% 23 A-15 carriedDSuperconductingout in concentratedtranstions arefor 5 mini at aboutreadily converted to the stochiometric hgh-T. ,'A -15 30 V. NH4 OH measured 

structure (brittle) by annealing. Apparently, this se
resistively at 220 Hz with four indium soldered leads 

quence of quenching and cold-working operations has and the temperature is measured with a calibrated Ge 
not been done before on Nb 3AI ' although a similar resistance thermometer. 
treatment has been performed on V3Ga. -

After the high-temperature equilibration and quench
into GaIn the ingots are found to have their original 

prepared in the bce structure by splat quenching from shape but with several large cracks extending from 
the liquid state6 and by sputtering onto cooled sub- . their interior to their surface. Upon manipulation with 
strates"' i.e., quenching from the vapor state. The tweezers the samples break apart until they appear as 
quenched material was transformed to the A-15 struc
ture by annealing. The present method of quenching 
from under a solidus differs from these in several 
resp6cts. One is that larger amounts of material are 
prepared at one time in this case. Another is that the 
bce material prepared by quenching from under a 
solidus consists of large crystals rather than the very- 

fine-grained polycrystalline product of the other t
 

techniques. .
 

Starting ingotsare prepared by inverting and melting
 
at least four times in a gettered argon arc furnace.
 
Metallography shows that good mixing occurs on a
 
macroscopic scale. Final compositions are calculated
 
by assuming that the observed weight loss is due to
 

- vaporized aluminum; negligible losses during the are 54 
melting of Nb support this assumption. Pieces of an 
ingot of order 1 g are hung in 0. 1-mn Nb wire baskets 
in a Ta tube furnace of a type described previously. % 
After a high-temperature equilibrating anneal between 11 
1700 and 2000"C in an argon atmosphere for times of 
the order of 15 mm, the samples are dropped out of ,
 
the furnace into a Ga-In eutectic liquid quenching bath
 
near room temperature or alternatively onto a copper ' "
 
hearth in which case they cool mainly by radiative heat At
 
loss. The Ga-In quench gives an estimated cooling rate
 

FIG. 1. Photomicrograph ,,AI0.2 annealed at 1925°C for 
20 rinithen quenched into Galn near room temperature. The 

alReseareh support by NASA Grant NSC-3055 and by NSF Grant small squares inthe grid are 1 min across. The specimen 
DIR-75-04019. breaks apart along grain boundaries. 

of Nb 0 7
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collection of indivldual crystals, cracking along 

grain boundaries in which there impurity phases.are 

Figure 1 shows a photomicrograph of a sample in which 
individual crystals and collections of a few crystals are 

evident. 

Metallographic examination by etching of a carefully 

cut unbroken specimen of nominal composition 

NbO.74A10.26 , quenched from 19250 C into GaIn, reveals 
about 2 vol% of a second phase located partly in grain 

near the sample'sboundaries and partly within grains 

center. This second phase is probably A-15 structure 
material; it anodizes with the same color as the major 
phase which is bcc by x-ray diffraction. Also, support

ing such an identification is its microliardness of 900 
kp/mm2 . The major phase has a microhardness of 500 
kp/mm2 . A third phase on the 1 vol% level is found in 

the grain boundaries only. On the basis of its anodiza-
tion color, it is identified as the Nb2A1 orphase. The 

grain boundaries, which comprise only a few volume . 

percent, fracture somewhat upon cutting and polishing, 
not allowing the observation of other.impurity phases 
such as A1 20 3 . 

The isolated individual crystals as seen in Fig. 1 are 

ductile. For example, a crystal with millimeter char-
acteristic dimensions can be rolled to a sheet 0. 1 mm 
thick without observable cracks. The rolled sheets 
can be cut (with difficulty) using ordinary wire cutters 

or slotted with a high-speed alumina cutoff wheel. They 
cannot be crushed in an ordinary mortar and pestle for 
x-ray powder diffraction. 

X-ray analysis of a rolled sheet having a nominal 
composition of Nb. 74A10 26 shows only broad diffraction 
lines of the bcc structure with a lattice parameter of 
3.27 A and an "amorphouslike" broad bump at low 
angles. This lattice parameter is considerably smaller 
than that of pure Nb, 3.30 A, but in good agreement 
with earlier work for this composition.' A resistive 
measurement of the superconducting transition tem-
perature of a rolled sheet gives a midpoint of 3 K with 

traces of material superconducting up to 11 K. Other 
samples similarly treated have about the same mid-

point but even less high-temperature traces of super

conductivity. These data are to be contrasted with the 

transition temperature over 18 K for A-15 structure 

NbAI. ','After a second anneal at lower temperatures, 

x-ray powder diffraction shows only broad lines of an 

A -15 major phase, a weak second phase, and no indica-

tion of bee material remaining. Following the second 
anneal, the transition temperature riges to the neigh-
borhood of 17 K, exact values depending on thermal 
treatment as shown in Fig. 2. Similarly, the micro-
hardness increases from 500 kp/mm2 in the bec struc-
ture to 1500 kp/mm2 in the transformed A-15 structure 

(approximate value only because of specimen cracking 
during measurement). 

Available data suggest that the rate of conversion of 

the bcc phase to the A-15 phase is quite high at 950TC. 

Complete conversion occurs in 40 min; shorter times 
have not been examined. The data are too few to discuss 

the conversion rate at 700'C yet. Slowing the quenching 
rate to 102 0C/sec by cooling through radiative heat loss 

produces specimens which show only lines of the A-15 
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FIG. 2. Transition temperature versus annealing treatment 
data. The data points are transition midpoints and the error 

bars show the 10-9o completion points of the resistive 
transitions. The dotted extension to the datum on the far right
indicates a tail to 18.4 K. The dotted curve are guides for the 
eye only. 

phase after quenching and transition temperatures to 
18. 7 K as shown in Fig. 2. 

The present results are not in good agreement with a 
widely quoted phase diagram' for the Nb-Al system. 
They are, however, in substantial agreement with a 
less well-known diagramU 2 ;briefly this work de
scribes the A-15 phase as forming by a peritectoid 
reaction between the bcc a solid solution and the NbA1 

b At higher temperatures, thephase. it," near 19250C, 
a solid-solution phase boundary extends out to 25 

at. %. 2 A recent study' of the A-15 phase boundaries 
iin better agreement with the diagram in Rels. 11 and 

12. Where comparison is possible, our own results1 4 

are in agreement also. 

There are a number of points here requiring further 

investigation. The effect on the superconducting prop

erties of different annealing temperatures and times 

will have to be investigated. Of particular interest will 

be measurements of the critical current density in 

these materials and its response to different annealing 

treatments. 
I am indebted to Z. Fisk for valuable discussions 

and to A.R. Sweedler for reading the manuscript and
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oG$ CHANICAL AND SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES OF Nb 3Al 

George AV.WebboOoG 9 
ABSTRACT 


iNb3Al can be quenched from under a solidus into 
the low Tc ductile BCC structure. In the 13CC strue-
ure a variety of cold working operations can be per-

formed on it without fracture. Later annealing con-
vers this material to the high T brittle A-15 struc-c 


ture. 

Alloys with the composition Nb 3 Al can be

quenched from under a 
solidus into the body centered 
cubic structure. In this structure they are ductile 
enough to be rolled to one tenth of their original thick-
ness o machined by ordinary techniques. I The body
centered cubic material exhibits a low transition tem
perature (To) with transition midpoints near 3 K; how-
ever, it is readily converted by annealing to the stoi-
chiometric high T c A-15 structure with transition mid
points approaching 18 K. Evidently this sequence of 
quenching cold working and annealing oporations has 

not been carried out on Nb3 Al Z before, although a 

similar treatment was performed on V3 Ga. 3 


Samples of composition near Nb 0 7 5 A10 25 are 
given a high temperature equilibrating anneal 4 be 
tween 1700 and 20000 C in an argon atmosphere for
times of order 15 minutes 5 and then are dropped out of 
the furnace into a room temperature Ga-Tn eutectic 
liquid quenching bath with an estimated cooling rate of
104 °C/sec or alternatively onto a copper hearth for a 
cooling rate of 10ZC/sec. Later low temperature 

annealing, carried out by wrapping the samples in Nb 

foil and sealing in quartz tubes under 150 torr of
a 

argon, is terninated by removing the tube from the 

furnace 

After the initial high temperature equilibration

and quench into GaIn the ingots are found to have their 

original shape but with large cracks extending from 
their interior to their surface. Upon manipulation 
with tweezers the samples break apart along grain 
boundaries, until they appear collection of eitheras a 
individual crystals i or a few crystals adhering togeth
er. Laue back reflection photographs show only well 
developed spots indicating that many of the individual 
crystals (grains) ale single. 

The individual crystals are ductile. They can,
£o example, be rolled into sheets one tenth their 
original thickness. X-ray diffraction on tolled sheets 
show only lines of the BCC structure with lattice 
parameters appropriate to their compositLion. 6 A
variety of cold working operations can be lrformed 
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on the BCC material which the brittle A-I structure 
would not tolerate without fracturing. For example, it 
can be rolled, ground, or drilled. Figure 1 shows a 
part of a quenched ingot containing several crystals of 
B1CC Nb 0 . 7 5 AI0. ?5. They have been first compressed
slightly between opposed pistons to form parallel flat 
surfaces. Although the alloy is tough, it can be drilled 
through and tapped as shown using standard tools and . 
te chnique s. 7 

I 

I. 
I i 

1 


$ . 

" _.
.- '"" i 

- " 
- -

4 
i 

-j
I "..z,. 

Fig. I A BCC specimen of Nb 0 . 7 5A10. 25 quenched
from 1925 *C. It has been drilled and tapped through
wvith an 0-80 tap. The specimen is supported by an 
ordinary 0-80 machine screw which is held in tAveezers. 
The hole is too close to one side allowing the threads to 
break through in places. 

The T. of the as quenched BCC phase having
composition near Nb 3Al is about 3 K, as showvn in 
rig. 2. In this sample there are no signs of supercon
ductivity above 3. 23 K, indicating the absence of A-15 
structure material. Following an anneal at 950'C for 
only 36 minutes the T. rises to 17.7 K (midpoint) as 
shown and Ehe BCC diffraction lines disappear to be 
replaced by lines of the A-15 structure. 

Quenched BCC specimens do, however. sone
times show signs, by superconductivity and/or metal
lographic examination, of A-15 filaments in the DCCmajor phase. For example, metallographic examina
tion of a carefully cut unbroken and etched specimen of 
nominal compositlon Nb0 .74AI0. 26' quenched from 
1925sC into Gain, reveals about 2 volume poicent of a 
second pha&e located partly in glain boundaries and 

0018-9 161/79/01000616500 75 © 1979 IliE 
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Fig. 2. The resistance versus temperature of 10
Nb0	 

Gun Quench a rolled
7 5 A1 0 25annealed at 19250 and quenched into (Nb o l2)Gain. The"data were measured by the usual 4 probe " 8technique at 220 1z on a crystal which had been re- 0 9500Cduced by 90% by rolling into a 4 mil.sheet, surface -700Cground and sliced with an abrasive wheel. Note how 61 f
the low temperature anneal raises T
 from 3 K to 18 K.c 	 4

partly within grains near the sample center. This sec-ond phase is 	 BCCprobably A-15 structure material; it ano
dizes 8 with the same color as the major phase whichis body centered cubic by x-ray diffraction. Also sup- L
porting such an identification is its nicrohaadness of 
 100mm 000mm IO,OOOmin900 kg/mm2 . The major phase has a microhardness TIMEof 500 kg/mm 2 . A third phase on the one volume per-	 Icent level is foundin the grain boundaries only. On 	 Fig. 3. Resistive transition temperature versusthe basis of its anodization color, it is identified as annealing treatment. The data points are transitionNbZAl aY phase. A resistive measurement of the midpoints and thesuperconducting transition in a rolled sheet of this 

error bars show where the 10%
90% completion points of the transitions. The threesample displays a midpoint of 3 K with, however, unconnected 700C points aretraces of material superconducting to above 	

from three different11 F as pieces of a quenched specimen. The dotted extensionshown by the BCC point in Fig. 3. X-ray analysis of to the datum on the far right indicates a tail to 18.4 K.this sheet shows only broad diffraction lines of tHe
body centered cubic structure with a lattice parameter
of 3. 27 A, as expected, 6 and a low intensity broadbumnp at low angles. An unrolled piece of the same 

shorter times have not been examined. The few x-rayand T C data at 7000C show that the rate of conversionsample shows a broad higher resistive transition with is much slower than at 950'C: at 70 minutes the transa midpoint of 13 K and traces of superconductivity al- formation appears to have begun at 70 minutes and to
most to 16 K . It is our assumption that the higher Tc

is due to filaments of the above mentioned A-15 mate-	

be complete by 6 days. Annealing a 13CC specinen of
composition Nb 0 7 4AI0 26 at 17000C for 30 minutesrial within grain boundaries and in the interior of and quenching into Gain shows a complete conversiongrains and further that the rolling operation depresses to a two phase large microstructure consisting of allthe overall transition by damaging these filaments. A-15 phase of lattice parameter 5. 184 iXand signifi-After short second anneals at 9500C (or longel ones cant aplounts of NbZAI a plasaat 7000C) 	 From the latticeon quenched and rolled material, x-ray parameter we estimate 8 the composition of the A-15powder diffraction shows only broad lines of an A-15 phase to be about Nb 0 7 6 Al 0 24

major phase, a very weak second phase and no signsof remaining BCC material. Following the second
anneal, the trans)tion narrows and 

The table shows some T c data for a specimen ofrises to the neigh- nominal composition Nb 0 76:\1Aborhood of 17 K to 18 K, 	 0 .al' After qucnch nuexact values depending on into GaIn fromthermal treatment as 	
19Z5C it is found to be single phaseshown in Fig. 3. Similarly, the BCC. Annealing atmicrohardness increases front 500 kg/mm2 

1700'C for 30 minutes followccd by
in the quenching into Gain convertsBCC structure to about 1500 kg/nm	 this material to a singleZ in the trans- phase having the A-15formed A-15 structure (approximate value only be-	

strucurc with a lattice param
eter of 5. 184 A. This anneal tLme s probably sufficause of specimen cracking during measurement). cient to establlsh equilibrium for [his initial nicro
structure at this temperatureAt 9500C the rate of conversion of tile BCC 	 The mateial annealed 

phase to the A-	
at or below 9500C might be in a iDnequiIibriull state15 phase occurs in less than 36 minutes; and is so according to the literature. 9 



TABLE 

TNb Al x-Ray 
Nb0.76 A0.24 90% 500. 10% Resul's 

1) 1925*0 quenched, 16.0 15. 1 9.0 BCC 
not rolled 

2) 	 1925°G quenched, 3.8 3. 3 3. 3 BOG 
rolled 

3) 1) + 30 min/1700 16.1 15.9 15.2 A-15 
quenched 

4) 	1) + 3) + 70 min/ - 17.4 17. 3 16.9 A-15 
.	 950*C 

5) 2) +70 min/950°C 17.9 17.8 17.7 A-15 

Where conripari sons can be made, our results 
are in substantial agreement with a published phase 
diagram for Nh-Al. 9, 10 This diagram describes the 
A-15 phase as forming with the composition 26 at. %Al 
at 17300C by a peritectold reaction between BCC 
alpha solid solution and the Nb2 Al G phiase. At higher 
temperatures, near 1925°C, the alpha solidsolution 
phase boundary extends out to 25 atomic percent. 10 
Another recent study 1 of the A-15 phase boundaries 
are also in substantial agreement with the above men-
tioned diagram except that the peritectoid composition 
is put closer to 24 at. %Al. The present results sup-
port this refinement. 

There are several remarks which can be made 
about the practical significance of fabricating Nb 3Al by 
the technique described here. It is now fairly well 
established that this technique is suitable for fabri-
cating rather complex shapes of Nb 3Al having a final 

of 18 	K. The volume of material available forT C 
such fabrication is not yet known. Another conclu-
sion is that this technique will be useful for critical 
current density studies because the grain size of the 
A-15 phase (and other phases) can be controlled by 
cold work of the BCG structure and subsequent anneal-
ing treatment. To decide if this technique will be a 
practical means for the production of large quantities 
of superconducting wire or tape requires more investi
gation, however the results continue to be prorlhising. 
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do llaas-van Alphcn (dilvA) oscillations have been observed in NbSn in the (110) plaeand in VJSi at two orientations using single crystals of high resistance ratio and magneticfields in excess of 142. The dHvA frequency data for Nbo3Sn can be interpreted as a series of nested ellipsoids centered at Al, as suggested by a recent high-precision calcu
lation of the Nb 3Sn Fermi surface. 

We present the first de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) Unfortunately, the very properties which makemeasurements of the Fermi surfaces of high-T. the high-T A 15's such interesting materials hadA15 structure superconductors, with measure- until now, combined to prevent dHvA measurements for both NbSn and VSi. We compare the ments of the Fermi surface; the only prior dHvANb 3Sn results to a recent band-structure calcula- measurements being the very recent results oftion' and find good agreement. The upper critical Arko, Fisk, and Mueller' for Nb. Sb (Tfields, H,2 are -20 -0.2 K). 
, kOe lower than earlier mea- Magnetothermal oscillationssurements,2 were previously obapparently due to the high-purity served in V,Ge.i The main limiting experimentalsingle crystals of NbSn and VSa used. factors are the following. (1) Effective massesThe current high level of interest in A15 ma- are expected

terials is to be high because of the intrinsicaldue to the recent and continuing dis- ly flat electronic band structure and because ofcoveries of the coexistence of a variety of anoma- the strong electron-phonon coupling (Nlous normal-state properties 3 - 1.4 forat both high and NbSn). (2) H,, is large, so that exceptionallylow temperatures, with the highdst-T, materials high magnetic fields are needed simply to reachshowing the most puzzling behavior. It is widely the normal state. (3) The materials tend to havefelt that the underling physical features leading 
to 

high residual (and intrinsic) resistivities so thatthese unusual normal-state properties are T I), the Dingle temperature,also the would be expectedcause of the high transition tempera- to be large. (4) Sone of the most interesting matures observed in many A15-structure materials. terials undergo a martensitic transformation soA variety of physical models ascribing special that the dHrA- signal is suppressed due to interfeatures to either the phonon or electron distribu- ference of oscillations and to phase smearing betions have been invoked to explain the normal- tween tetragonally distorted subdornains.state properties. Our results are a first step in The Nb , Sn crystals were grown over a periodproviding a microscopic test of the various elec- of four months by closed-tube vapor transporttromc models. 
with iodine as the transporting agent. X-ray dif

© 1978 The American cil Sociei_llPhv 
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fractibn on part of the depos't showed only sharp 

structure with a room-tempera-lines of the A15 
ture lattice parameter of 5.290 A. An inductive 

measurement of the actual dHvA crystal showed 

a T, (midpoint) of 17.8 K and a width (10%-90%) 

of 0 07 K. Resistivity measurements confirm 

that the samples undergo a martensitic trans-

We estimate that R(300 K)/formation at 51 K. 
R(0 K) = 50 assuming that 7 is a satisfactory 

, The V3Si specimen wasextrapolation function. 6 7 

grown using a floating-molten-zone technique 

with induction heating in a pure-argon atmos-

No resistance ratio or T. measurementsphere. 

were made. However, from the amplitude of the 


dHvA signals we estimate the purity to be at 


least comparable to that of Nb 3Sn. 

mounted
Oriented single-crystal samples were 

The accuracyin a spiral-gear-driven rotator. 


with which orienta:tions are known in the (110) 


plane is estimated to be about 1. 


The experiments were conducted in the 400-

kOe "slow-pulsed-field" facility at the University 

of Amsterdam. 8 The principal advantage of a 

slow magnetic field pulse is that self-heating and 

signal-detection problems associated with eddy 

currents in metallic samples are avoided and 
Allmechanical vibrational noise is mminmized. 

taken in the free-inductive-decaydHvA data were 
mode from 400 kOe in order to eliminate elec-

The entire system was checkedlating circuits, 
by observing dHvA oscillations in a single crystal 

of Mg; the results agreed with published values 

of Mg dIlvA frequencies to within 1-30/o. 

The output of a compensated dIlvA pickup coil 

was differentiated twice, filtered to take out some 

of the slowly varying voltage resulting from in

complete coil compensation, amplified, and dis

played directly on the recorder. A typical re

corder tracing is shown in Fig 1, Since the in

duced voltage in the dilvA pickup coil is directly 
of the dHvAproportional to the time frequency 

oscillations, the usual exponential amplitude in

crease as H increases will not be observed due 

periodicity of the dtIvA' oscillations.to the I/ 

one
For low-mass, low-frequency oscillations 


may even see an amplitude decrease, which is
 

further acceptuated by the de filter. This de

crease in amplitude is clearly evident in Fig. 1. 

The dHvA oscillations were analyzed by mark

ing the positions of successive oscillation peaks 

and making a plot of oscillation number versus 

1/il; the slope of this "numbeV plot" gives the 

dHvA frequency directly and was generally found 

to be a good straight line, giving us confidence 
whilein our field calibration. Beat structure, 

obviously present at some orientations, was dif

ficult to resolve because of the few oscillations 

ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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trical noise introduced through the current-regu-(br PO-QATIY "--

PICKUP COIL SIGNAL
7 TRANSITION4C I 

ION 

showing the de-recording for Nb 3Sn at 75* from [10l0 

cay of a 40-T magnetic field pulse and the simultmeous 

recoding of dIIvA oscillations followed by the super-

vs time (the field decays .
conducting transition it 1, 

The apparentfrom 10 1' to [I,, in about 0.15 see). 

oscillations below H,2 are noise generated in the pick-

up coil mnthe superconducting state due to eddy cur-

and are not periodic in 1/H.rents, flux jumps. etc., 

7 

0 T 

0T 

0 0 5 0 
10 

6 8 

0 20 30 40 So[o 70 so 0 

FIELD DIRECTIONMAGNETIC 

FIG. 2. diHvA frequencies for Nb 3Sn in the (110) 

plane. The solid circles (with typical error bars) are 
are generatedthe experinental results. The solid lines 

from the Fermi-surface model and band-structure cal

culation of Ref. 1. 
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plus the above-mentioned problems with the am- sensitive technique. Further, the frequencies 
pfitude dependence. Nevertheless, it is possible bunched near 5 <10' G are too closely spaced to 
to resolve several separate branches in the allow a clear resolution of beats. Within these 
Nb3Sn data. Figure 2 displays the dHvA frequen- limitations there is excellent agreement between 
cies (open circles) found for Nb3 Sn in the (110) our, data anl the predictions of the theory of Ref. 
plane, while the limited data for VS1 are given 1. While the symmetry of the experimental fre'
in Table I. The long cooling time of the magnet quencies is ambiguous, the magnitude is not. Sev

a(-4 h after each pulse) made it necessary to 	 eral other band calculations 39 predict surfacesii) 

space data at only 10' intervals. The typical too large to fit our data, although it was pointed 
error estimates indicated in Fig. 2 are conserva- out that the size of small pieces is quite sensi
tive, based on a maximum possible counting tive to the exchange approximation. 1 

error of one-half oscillation. The reproducibil- We have indirectly and simultaneously mena
ity of the dHvA frequency measurements at a sured the anisotropy of the upper critical field 
given orientation was a few percent. There was H 2 for NbSin at the same 10' intervals. Taking 
evidence in the raw data for additional dilvA fre- the highest-field point of the normal-to-supercon
quencies, both larger and smaller than those ducting transition (ii decreasing) as defining Hc2, 
presented in Fig, 2. However, the signal-to- we find that H= 214 kOe (at T= 1.5 K) and is iso
noise ratio for these oscillations is barely great- tropic within the 1%T precision of our measure
er than 1; so they are not included here. menLs. (For V.Si we find , 2 = 216 kOe at T= 1.5 

To interpret our results we have used the band K.) This result is significantly smaller than the 
calculation of Ref. 1. The calculation is similar earlier (extrapolated) value'of 240 kOe at T=O 
to that of Mattheiss9 (i.e., augmented-plane-wave or JJ"=235 kOe at 7=1.5 K. We have ruled out 
method used with a non-self-consistent overlapp- that this difference is due to extrinsic effects. 
ing charge-density model, and Slater a= 1 ex- Instead, we believe that the lower H., is intrinsic 
change) except that non-muffin-tin terms were to the highly perfect (and well annealed) single 
included, and much greater precision was main- crystals used. Evidence to support this comes 
tamed throughout (i.e., 56 points in ,th of the from the fact that a poorer Nb 3Sn specimen, 
zone versus Mattheiss's 4, 3-mRy convergence which g.ve only weak lower-frequency dHvA 
versus 30 mRy, etc.). The solid lines in Fig. 2 oscillations, had a higher critical field (H, -230 
are the predicted theoretical frequencies from kOe along [100]) and also displayed some slight 
Ref. 1, The correspondence between the observed anisotropy of i1,. (slightly lower values else
frequencies and those labeled a, /3, and y is good. where), consistent with literature values.2 

Based on this we conclude that the observed ire- A significant concern for future dIIvA experi
quencies are consistent with a set of nested ellip- ments on Nb3Sn may turn out to be the effect of 
soids at M, similar to the observations in Nb3Sb 5 thermally cycling a single crystal through the 

9and V3Ge. 6, (This conclusion is not reached structural transformation. Repeated thermal 
from the data alone,) Since very low dHvA fre- cycling decreased the dHvA amplitudes by at least 
quencies are discriminated against in pulsed- a factor of 2. These were restored by annealing 
field'experiments as discussed above, it is rea- at 700'C for five days. Our data do not yet allow " 
sonable that we do not observe the (low-mass) us to determine which factor (high TI), phase 
lowest predicted branches in Fig. 2. Other larger smearing, changes in electronic structure) is 
"missing" orbits have too high a mass (m 	 primarily responsible for the signal degradation. 

-2.4Iband) to be observed with this relatively in-	 The change in the lattice parameter accompany
ing the transformation is only of order 1%so 
that a major change in the band structure is not 
expected. It does seem, however, that it may be 

TABLE I. dl~vA frequencies for V3Si. possible to use the dHvA effect as a detailed 
probe of the electronic consequences of the 115 

Frequency structural Lransformation and defect formation. 
Orientation (106 G) -We acknowledge the help provided by Dr. Sven 

tio~i 6.24 lHornfeldL in 	connection with the sample rotator 

4.60 	 design, and by Mr. Weizenbeek in connection 
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FERMI SURFACE AND dHvA EFFECT IN THE NORMAL STATE OF HIGH T. A-15 SUPERCONDUCTORS + 
+
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, F.A. Muller
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R6sumd.- La surface de Fermi de Nb3 Sn a 6t6 dtermin&e par des calculs de bande de type APW. Des oscillations de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) ont 
6te observdes dans Nb Sn et dans V Si 
en accord avec la surface de Fermi calculge. Pour 
ces deux composgs, g l'&tat normal des oscillations dHvA ant 6t6 mesur~es avec des monocristaux ayant un haut rapport de r6sistivitC plongs dans des champs magnftiques
allant jusqu'g 400 kOe et les nouveaux details de Is surface de Fermi ont 6td mis en gvidence et en
particulier une structure ellipsoldale osculatrice autour de M et une grande structure cubique au
tour de r.
 

Abstract.- The Fermi surface of Nb3 Sn has been derived form an APW band calculation. de Haas-vanAlphen (dgvA) oscillations have been observed in Nb 3Sn and V-Si which give a consistent FS description. Using single crystals of high resistance ratio's and magnetic fields up to 
400 kOe, dHvA oscillations have been seen in the normal state for both specimens. New features of the Fermi surface
include osculated ellipsoidal structure around M, and a large cubical structure around F.
 

The current high level of interest in A-15 
 culated extremal cross-sectional 
areas agree within
 
materials is due to the recent continuing discove-
 3 to 5% with the dHvA data presented here for sheets
 
ries of the coexistence of a variety of anomalous 
 near M. In addition we find a very large-massed

normal state properties III at both high and low (mX 
= 2.3) cubical "box-like" structure near r which
 
temperatures, with the highest I
 materials showing
c 
 we identify with breaks in the derivatives of the
 
the most puzzling behavior. It is widely felt that 
 positron annihilation data of Samoilov and Weger /5/
 
the underlying physical features leading 
to these on the isoelectronic material V Si.
 
unusual normal state properties are also the causeof 
 Unfortunately, the very forces which make the
 
high transition temperatures observed in many A-15 
 high Tc A-15's such interesting materials had, until
 
structure materials. A variety of physical models 
 now, combined to prevent dHvA measurements of the
 
ascribing special features 
to either the phonon or 
 Fermi surface, the only prior dHvA measurements being

electron distributions have been invoked 
to explain the very recent results for Nb Sb /2/. 
The four main
 

the normal state properties. Detailed knowledge of 
 limiting experiniental factors are :
the band structure is a necessary precursor and un-
 I) Cyclotron effective masses are expected to be
 
derpinning to the inclusion of the electron-phonon high due to the intrinsically flat electronic band
 
and electron-electron couplings and hence to 
the structure and to the strong electron-phonon coupling
 
theory of superconductivity in these materials. The 
 (X = 1.4 for Nb Sn) ;
 
only prior d~vA measurements on an A-15 
are the re- 2) H is large, so that exceptionally high magnetic
 
cent results of Arko et al. /2/ for Nb3Sb (T '0.2 
K). fields are needed, simply to reach the normal state;
 
Hagnetothermal oscillations were previously obser-
 3) Single crystals tend to grow nonstoichiometrical
ved /3/ in V3Ce (Tc % 6 K). Recently (some of us) ly so 
that TD, the Dingle temperature, would be ex
have reported /4/ on the global energy structure of petted to be large.-The"A-15's tendency toward 
in-

Nb3 Sn. Here we now report on band propertids close 
 trinsic defect formation is presumably also accom
to EF - the derived Fermi surface. Briefly the cal- panied by high dIlvA Dingle temperatures ;
 

4) Crystals undergo martensitic transformation in+Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, the cooling from room to helium temperature, so that
National Science Foundation (USA), the StichtingvoorFundamenteel Onderzoek Naterieder (The Netherlands) suppression of the d~lvA signal due to interference
and NASA (U.S.A) 
 of oscillations and 
to phase smearing between tetra
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gonally distorted subdomains is expected. Both pha-


se smearing and scattering (Dingle temperature) 


contribute to an exponential attenuation of the
 

dHvA amplitude, with phase smearing becoming more 


pronounced as the dUvA frequency increases. 


The Nb Sn crystals were grown over a period of 


four months by closed tube vapor transport with io-


dine as the transporting agent. An inductive measu-


rement of the actual dHvA crystal showed a T of
 
c90 %) of 0.07 K. Resis-

a width (0 % 17.8 K and 

tiv3ty measurements confirm that the samples under

go a martensitic transformation at 51 K. Assuming an. 

approximate extrapolation function /6/ we estimate H=O 

R (300 K) / R (0 K) = 50 and R (0 K) = 1.5 pfcm /7/. 

in a silver boat) at the rate of % 2 cm/h. A multi

grained sample was obtained which had a large cen
tralgran te ofthesamle % 18" ini.).lngt


t r a l gra i n t h e le n g t h of t h e s a m p l e ( 1/8" dia m .) .
 

No resistance ratio or Te measurements were made.
 

However, it is known that V Si is less susceptible 

than Nb Sn to the A-IS tendency toward defect" 

-

for
3 

macion, while the amplitude of the dHvA signals ma

kes it clear that the total scattering rate in V Si 


must be at least comparable to that of Nb35n. The
 

quality of both the Nb3Sn and V3Si crystals was e-3the 


ry good, as indicated by examination of the room 


temperature diffraction spots in Laue back-reflec-


tion x-ray pictures. Both the Nb3Sn and V3Si crys-


tals were cut by spark erosion into specimens
 

I mm' and surface damage etched away. Oriented 


single crystal samples were mounted in a spiral gear
 

driven rotator with the magnetic field within about 


I' of a (I10) plane ; the accuracy with which orien

tations are known in the (110) plane is also esti-


.
mated to be about i
 

The experiments were conducted at the Univer-


sity of Amsterdam's 400 kOe "slow pulsed field" fa-


cility using the magnet in the free inductive decay 


mode to minimize noise /8/. The output of a compen

sated dHvA pickup coil was differentiated twice, fil-


teed to take out some of-the dc voltage resulting 


from incomplete coil compensation, amplified and
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displayed directly on the recorder. A typical re

corder tracing is shown in figure I.
 

- Nb S3 

75* FROM [ioo] 

PICKUP COIL SIGNAL 

H 40 T Hc TRANSITION2 


FIELD STRENGTH 

F L 

OSCILLATIONS 

From this residual resistivity we estimate an elec

tron mean free path of about 500 A and w T > I in 

magnetic fields above 230 kOe, where w is the cy-c 

clotron frequency and T is a mean scattering time. 

This consideration is suggestive of the scattering 

time being high enough to see the dHvA effect, 


The V Si specimen was grown using a floating
3 

molten zone technique with induction heating in a
 

pure argon atmosphere. The zone was passed along 


Fig. I Dual traces of a typicai high speed chart
 recording for Nb 3Sn, showing the decay of a 40 T
 
magnetic field pulse and the simultaneous recording
 

of dHvA oscillations followed by the superconduc
ting transition at H versus time. The apparent
 
oscillations below H are noise generated in the
 

pickup coil due to day currents, flux jumps, etc..,
and not periodic in I/H.
 

i 
the rod (obtained by melting the consistent metalsmarking


the positions of successive oscillation peaks and
 

naking a plot of oscillation number versus I/H ; the
 

slope of this "number plot" gives the dilvA frequency
 
di e t y a d w 
s g n r l y f u d o b e a o d
 

straight line. Beat structure, while obviously pre

stat line Beats , w hileiobviously resent at some orientations, was difficult to resolve 

because of the few oscillations. Nevertheless, itis 
possible to resolve several branches in the Nb Sn 

- 3
data. Figure 2 displays the dHvA frequencies (open
 

circles) found for Nb Sn in the (It0) plane, while
 

limited data for V3Si are ie nTbeI h
 

e ien in Table 2 Te
 

c a e eas ed 


a, ase oniamim 

error of one-half oscillation.
 

Table I
 

dilvA Frequencies 

Orientation 


[,i10 


in figue 2oare
 

s o
 

for V Si 
3. 

Frequency
 
s


(I0 gauss)
 

6.24
 
4.60
 

7.78
 

Until recently the intrinsic resolution of
 

band theoretical calculations for materials as com-,
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plex as the A-IS's was no better than about 4,000 K F X 
/1,9/ precluding direct theoretical exploration of 

electronically-driven models for the-many interes

ting A-IS anomalies. However, we will interpret otr 

experimental results here by comparing them with the 

Fermi surface predicted by a new high precision X a H 

energy band model for Nb3Sn, for which the intrin- 20
 

sic resolution is less than 500 K /4/.
 

Fig. 3 : The Fermi surface of Nb Sn. The band in
dexing follows reference /4/. Note that the posi

8 tions of the labels follows the filling of t space16xy 
 0 volumes so that band 20 near F is an electron piece
 
7 0 band near M is a hole piece.
oand 15 


-< 
6 Globally the Nb3Sn band structure was the 

same as that of Mattheiss. Making a microscopic com

o parison near EF between his /9/ figure 6(d) and fi

4 gure I of reference /4/, we find that the main re
sult is that F, has "dropped" by about 30 mRy re

-16-Z _x.---lative 15 sets of levels at M - a result easily under
- -stood 
 in that we have included an extra (negative)
 

potential inside the muffin-tin-spheres (primarily
 

INb-along-the-"chains") 
 relative to Mattheiss. Hence
 

0__ the d-like Nb bonding state r,, near EF - which is
 

O 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 maximally sensitive to such effects - "drops" rela
tive to the insensitive levels at M. Since the Fermi
 

MAGNETIC FIELD DIRECTION 
level follows the heavy massed P. state, the!light"

Fig. 2 : dHvA frequencies for NbSn in the (10) massed M-centered hole-like levels seen in figure 3
 
plane. The solid circles (and typical error bars)
 
are the experimental results. Accuracy of orienta- .pop-up" through EF. The structure near R also has
 
tion in the (110) plane is I. The frequencies at a a light mass. We have fitted the values of the
 
given orientation are reproducible to within a few
 
%. The solid lines are generated from the Fermi sur- "light-massed" bands 15-19 at I0 points near N to
 
face model and band structure calculation of refe- the lowest 7 M-harmonics by a least squares proce
rence /4/
 

dure
 

XC n
In figure 3 we present the Fermi surface of E (k) = xzyP (1)
- Jimp 

N3Sn (intersecting bands 15-21) in the principal 

symmetry planes. The Fermi energy was determined where E (k) is the energy of band n at point k, the 

exactly from the density of states /4/and no ad- C's are the expansion coefficients and x, y, z are 

justable parameters were used. Because of the sen- the components of the k-vector difference from M, in 

sitivity of figure 3 to small energy shifts (espe- atomic units. All terms through quartic (i.e. Z") 

cially bands 19 and 20) we have used the (larger were used. These were used to obtain the areas and
 

than 300th order) APW secular matrix itself as an masses, mm = (1/u)dA/dE listed in table II. In gene

interpolation scheme to make the plot. ral, the correspondence between the observed and 

Twd features are noteworthy compared to the calculated dHvA frequencies (figure 2 and table II)
 

previous V SI isoelectric Fermi surface of Mattheiss is good. (The experimental labeling and identifi

/9/ 
 cation was based on the angular dependence of the
 

1) the greater confluence of osculated structure at areas). We have listed in table II the masses 
for
 

M ; the M-centered pieces as a guide to understanding
 
2) the flat "box-like" structures centered at F. the experimental data. Very low dHvA frequencies we
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re discriminated against in 
the pulsed field 'xpe-
 by numerical differentiation.' (The effective ener
riments, both because their period in H was too long 
 gies used were spaced 0.5 mRy appart.).We have giand for other experimental reasons /10/. Most other 
 yen N-centered and F-centered masses also to stimu
M-centered "missing" orbits probably had
astoeosevd(ma 
 too high a late measurements of the 'yclotron mass. The massof
 
mass to be observed emm 
 2.4 mband), although it the r-centered piece normal to 

oa
 
E00] is rather consis surprising that 17(z) at 
[10] were missing. In 
 tant for different values of k . Hence most of that
view of the difficulty of the measurements and cal-
 a
Fermi surface sheet should contribute at a single
 

culations the overall agreement is satisfactory and 
 value of m . This should help to make the rather
we conclude that the dHvA oscillations we have seen 
. high value of cyclotron mass of about 5 observable.
 
are consistent with a series of oscilated ellipsoids 
 Although our predicted Fermi surface is somewhat
 
at M. Guided by Mattheiss'band calculations /9/, 
 complicated, there are clear open and closed direcboth Graebner and Kunzler /3/ (for V3Ce) and Arko, 
 tions. We ask that high field magneto-resistance

Fisk and Mueller /2/ (for Nb3Sb) have also interpre- experiments be considered as a further test of our
 
ted their data in terms of N-centered structures, 
 Fermi surface topology.

although those interpretations required rigid shif-
 We now focus on an unexpected feature of fi
ting of EF upward. 
 gure 3 : the two cubical "box-like" structures of
 

band 20 and 19 centered at r and intersecting the

Table II r to X ([I 0 0]) line at 0.15 and 0.64 t/a units res-
Areas and masses in the [001] and [I10] pectively, and the r to H ([110]) line at 0.15 and
directions in atomic units.
The convention of M labeling is as in figure 2. 
 0.62 I/a units, respectively. These features were
 

invariant to 
slight shifts (± 3 mRy) of EF. although

Direction [00oo [IIo] 
 the exact intersection distances varied slightly

ye e a A 
 m 


b A Atheory m
theory exp t theory
b with F. Recently Samoilov and Weger have reported/5/ positron annihilation experiments in iso-elec

*(x 100) (x 100) (x 100) (c 100) tronic V3Si in the [O0] direction, and we have en

hanced the sensitivity of their data to 
Fermi surfa
M--centered orbits 


15(z) 0.47 0.23 1.16 0.42 	
ce effects by means of a novel "folding" technique.
 
Although the resolution of their experiment was li16(z) 0.74 0.64 
 2.02 0.97 
 mited to 0.5 milliradians (or 0.196 W/a units), they

17(z) 1.43 0.43 find (their figure 2) derivative structure with 3
18(z) 1.58 1.61 0.46 peaks along [LOo] at 0.185, 0.635 and 0.844 I/a

15(x,y) 1.12 1.17 0.35 
 0.65 0.32 
 units. Clearly there is good agreement between the

16(x,y) 2.01 1.03 
 0.99 0.77 

7

flat band 20 and 19 intersections of D00] and their

1 (x,y) 
 1.59 1.66 
 0.49 .first two peaks. Band 20 is 
a possible candidate for
 

their third peak structure - particularly the flat
r-centered orbits 
 structure centered around X in confluence with the
 
19 13.14 2.13± 0.05 
 13.66 2.90± 0.15 
 multiple structure at M. But 
these third peak iden

tifications are tentative. We have assumed an inva
a) experimental data. 
 riance between the detailed band structure shape

b) mtheory should be multiplied by (1+ X) % 2.4 to 
 near EF of V3Si and Nb3Sn. Comparing figures 6a-6d
obtain experimental masses, 
 of Mattheiss /9/ there is 
a close family ressemblan

ce - but microscopically our Nb 3Sn bands are more
For the r-centered sheet, we have found it im- like his V3Si bands than his Nbn 
bands. Samoilov


possible to make a satisfactory expansion of 
the and Weger have interpreted /5/ their data in terms
 
19th band energy structure in a few cubic harmonies 
 of the independent band model /I/ whose chief dif
/13/, analogous to equation (1). 
 The areas and mas- ference near EF from our model is that they find
 
ses 
listed in table II-for the P-centered sheet were that EF intersects the P2. levels and
, that their
 
derived numerically from k vectors found from the levels are above EF,r 12 	 Our results support 

APW secular matrix. The errozs of 
the two 19th band-
 Samoilov and Weger's main conclusion of the impor
masses are relatively large because they were found 
 tance of planar Fermi surface structures along [oo]
 

http:appart.).We
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in A-15 materials although our interpretation and 
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Finally, our present-data clearly do not al-
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low us to determine whether the disappearance of the (1974) 612
 

higher frequency oscillations as 
a result of ther- /12/ Weger, M. (private communication)
 

mal cycling was due to the (progressive) disappea

rance of a piece of Fermi surface, accompanying the
 

structural transformation, or simply due to an in
crease in Dingle temperature (electronic scattering 
 QriG.. DAGE IS
 
rate) due to strain. The change in the lattice pa-
 o .rxo " TALI-fy 
rameter accompanying the transformation is only of OtGIMA.L'PAGE IS 
order I % so that a "major change in the band.struc- OFi POOR QUALIY 
ture is not expected. One would expect the degene

racy of the branches to be lifted, but our data are
 

not sufficiently accurate to determine any minor
 

splittings in the dHvA frequency branches. However,
 

it does seem clear from our measurements that the
 

effects of the martensitic transformation are rever

sible, and that it will be possible to use the divA
 

effect-as a detailed probe, in k-space, of the elec

tronic consequences of the A-IS structural transfor

mation.
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